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Eventually, you will definitely discover a additional experience and triumph by spending more cash. yet
when? pull off you give a positive response that you require to acquire those every needs in the manner of
having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something
that will guide you to comprehend even more roughly the globe, experience, some places, in the manner of
history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your no question own period to show reviewing habit. in the middle of guides you could enjoy now is die
i will not a regency mystery regency mysteries below.

MURDER ON MARSH LANE Marilyn Clay 2021-02-03 MURDER ON MARSH LANE by MARILYN
CLAY is Book 8 in The Juliette Abbott Regency Mystery Series. What can possibly go wrong when Miss
Juliette Abbott agrees to pass a pleasant fortnight chaperoning two young ladies during their first London
Season? The ladies are no sooner settled into Mrs. Dandridge's home on Marsh Lane when Juliette begins to
suspect that things are not what they seem. Already being bandied about is a gruesome account of the murder
of Mrs. Dandridge's former housekeeper! When one of the Dandridge grandsons is accused of murdering the
son of an earl, Juliette's dear friend Mr. Sheridan is dispatched by the Home Office to run the killer to ground.
But when Juliette and her maid Tilda are accused of yet another crime, their lives teeter on the edge as they
anxiously await Mr. Sheridan to save them from the gallows. But, can he reach Miss Abbott and Tilda before
the killer hiding out on Marsh Lane takes Mr. Sheridan's life? "Hold on tight! Murder On Marsh Lane is a fastpaced caper fraught with unexpected twists and turns designed to capture a reader's imagination! -- Mystery
Digest Reviews MURDER ON MARSH LANE by best-selling author Marilyn Clay is now available in both
print and Ebook from all major online retailers. Look for Books 1 - 10 of The Juliette Abbott Regency Mystery
Series everywhere ebooks are sold! Titles include: MURDER AT MORLAND MANOR, MURDER IN
MAYFAIR, MURDER IN MARGATE, MURDER AT MEDLEY PARK, MURDER IN MIDDLEWYCH,
MURDER IN MAIDSTONE, MURDER AT MONTFORD HALL, MURDER ON MARSH LANE, MURDER
IN MARTINDALE, and coming in late 2022 MURDER AT MARLEY CHASE. Look for Marilyn Clay's
Colonial American Historical Suspense Novels: Deceptions, A Petticoat And Lambskin Gloves, Betsy Ross:
Accidental Spy, and Stalking A Killer, a contemporary murder mystery, set near Dallas, Tx.

MURDER AT MONTFORD HALL Marilyn Clay 2020-01-21 MURDER AT MONTFORD HALL is Book 7 in
Marilyn Clay's Juliette Abbott Regency Mystery Series. A pair of mysteries collide in this intricately-plotted
tale set against the glamorous backdrop of the London theater in the 1820s. What can possibly go wrong when
a group of former actors and actresses, all of whom once appeared to great acclaim on the London stage, all
gather for a lovely winter house party at the country home of Lord and Lady Montford? How about the
vicious murder of one of their group on her way to Montford Hall, the poor lady found dead in her carriage
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before she even arrives at the Montford Hall estate? Will a blinding snowstorm, dictating that no one can leave
the mansion, or the fact that the coal supply in the house is fast diminishing and the larder is nearly bare of
food, serve to lower the house guests' spirits? Will finding another guest brutally murdered on the premises
frighten the guests? Or cause them to believe that they are now stranded in the snowy countryside with a
killer in their midst? How soon before the frightened guests begin to point fingers at one another? When Miss
Abbott, who is not an actress and therefore not truly one of them, is spotted standing over the dead body of one
of the gentlemen guests, the murder weapon in hand, how quickly will Miss Abbott be declared the guilty
party? And, how quickly will our clever young sleuth manage to run the real killer to ground and prove not
only her own innocence, but that of her maid Tilda, upon whose head suspicion has also fallen? "The twists and
turns in Marilyn Clay's newest Juliette Abbott Regency Mystery are bound to keep readers turning pages!" -Red River Mystery Reviews "I feel as if I'm watching a movie when I read a novel by this author, her
descriptions and the action she describes are so very life-like and colourful! Great fun, indeed!" --J S Johnson, 5Star Reader Review "You won't want to miss this latest story in Marilyn Clay's popular Juliette Abbott
Regency Mystery Series. Miss Abbott continues to be a quick-thinking, clever sleuth who out-wits even the
most ruthless killers!" --Marcy Keller, 5-Star Reader Review MURDER AT MONTFORD HALL is Book 7 in
the Juliette Abbott Regency Mystery series. Beginning with MURDER AT MORLAND MANOR, and on
through MURDER IN MAYFAIR, MURDER IN MARGATE, MURDER AT MEDLEY PARK, MURDER
IN MIDDLEWYCH, MURDER IN MAIDSTONE, MURDER ON MARSH LANE, MURDER AT
MONTFORD HALL, and MURDER IN MARTINDALE, each and every title throughout this delightful
series penned by award-winning Regency author Marilyn Clay continues to please! You won't want to miss a
single one! Watch for Book 10 of the series, MURDER AT MARLEY CHASE coming in late 2022. You won't
want to miss MARILYN CLAY's historical suspense thrillers, DECEPTIONS and A PETTICOAT AND
LAMBSKIN GLOVES! STALKING A KILLER, a contemporary mystery, set near Dallas, TX, is another
thrilling mystery story from this multi-published, award-winning author.
MURDER AT MORLAND MANOR Marilyn Clay 2016-07-08 MURDER AT MORLAND MANOR, Book
One in Marilyn Clay's Juliette Abbott Regency Mystery Series features clever, young Miss Juliette Abbott as
sleuth. A former companion to a titled London lady, Miss Abbott has now agreed to serve as lady’s maid to one
of the young ladies invited to the country estate of Morland Manor, each girl hoping to win the heart of the
wealthy Morland heir. But nothing at the house party goes as planned and suddenly Juliette finds herself the
number one suspect in a shocking murder! The only way to escape the muddle is to solve the mystery herself,
otherwise she'll lose this position with a new geegaw tied about her neck, this one made of rope! “A fine
Regency mystery brimming with suspense and intrigue, surprising twists and turns, and seasoned with a hint
of romance. Witty and outspoken Juliette Abbott is a first-rate, fast-thinking young sleuth! Very well-done!” –
Regency Mystery Reviews Titles in the Juliette Abbott Regency Mystery series include MURDER AT
MORLAND MANOR, MURDER IN MAYFAIR, MURDER IN MARGATE, MURDER AT MEDLEY
PARK, MURDER IN MIDDLEWYCH, MURDER IN MAIDSTONE, MURDER AT MONTFORD HALL,
MURDER ON MARSH LANE, MURDER IN MARTINDALE and MURDER AT MARLEY CHASE,
coming in late 2022. In the tradition of Stephanie Barron, Georgette Heyer, and Carola Dunn, Marilyn Clay’s
Regency-set mystery novels are clean, wholesome, and contain no strong language or violence. If you enjoy
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the historical mysteries of Melanie Dickerson, Sheri Cobb South, Victoria Thompson, Ashley Gardner, and
Heidi Ashworth, you'll enjoy Marilyn Clay’s traditional, clean, sweet, and always amusing Regency-set novels.
Suitable for teens and adults alike. Marilyn Clay's newest Regency Romance THE WRONG MISS FAIRFAX
is now available in print and Ebook. Marilyn Clay's previous Regencies include Felicity’s Folly, Bewitching
Lord Winterton, The Uppity Earl, Miss Eliza’s Gentleman Caller, Miss Darby's Debut, Brighton Beauty, A
Pretty Puzzle, and The Unsuitable Suitor, all clean, wholesome Regency Romances suitable for teens and
young adults with no strong language or graphic scenes. All were originally published in print and released
worldwide. Look for DECEPTIONS: A Colonial Jamestown Historical Suspense Novel by Marilyn Clay set in
the early 1600s, originally released in hardcover, and now available in Ebook. Catherine Parke travels to the
New World in search of her betrothed, but what she finds in Jamestown is not what she expects.
DECEPTIONS was praised by The Library Journal and Booklist, as was Marilyn Clay's SECRETS AND LIES,
also set in Colonial Jamestown, the inspirational story of four young English girls who travel to the New
World on a Bride Ship, all searching for love, a new life and the adventure of a lifetime. What they find
instead is that someone in Jamestown wants one, or all of them, dead! Historical suspense thriller BETSY
ROSS: ACCIDENTAL SPY by Marilyn Clay is set in 1776 Philadelphia. Determined to uncover who killed
her beloved husband John Ross, Betsy is instead drawn into a dangerous underworld of spies and double spies.
Historically accurate with vivid period details and breathtakingly suspenseful! Available in print and Ebook.
STALKING A KILLER, A Murder In A Small Town by Marilyn Clay is a contemporary murder mystery,
also available in print and ebook. Aspiring PI Amanda Mason thinks she’d make a pretty good Private
Investigator. Trouble is, she doesn’t own a cell phone or a computer and her old green Dodge only starts when
it wants to. When the Pinehill PD suddenly charge her dad with murder, Amanda has to prove she’d make a
VERY GOOD PI and solve the case fast, otherwise her dad is going to jail for life! This mystery keeps readers
guessing to the last page! All of Marilyn Clay’s non-fiction titles, 18th and 19th ENGLISH WOMEN AT SEA,
A HISTORY OF THE WATER CLOSET and three books on REGENCY PERIOD FURNITURE have
attained Best-Seller status online. For more information about the author, visit Marilyn Clay Author.

Murder on Black Swan Lane Andrea Penrose 2017-06-27 In Regency London, an unconventional scientist and
a fearless female artist team up to trap a cold-hearted killer: “Thoroughly enjoyable” (Deanna Raybourn, New
York Times–bestselling author). The Earl of Wrexford possesses a brilliant scientific mind, but boredom and
pride lead him to reckless behavior. So when pompous, pious Reverend Josiah Holworthy publicly condemns
him for debauchery, Wrexford unsheathes his rapier-sharp wit and strikes back. As their war of words
escalates, London’s most popular satirical cartoonist, A.J. Quill, skewers them both. But then the clergyman is
found slain in a church—his face burned by chemicals, his throat slashed ear to ear—and Wrexford finds
himself the chief suspect. An artist in her own right, Charlotte Sloane has secretly slipped into the persona of
her late husband, using his nom de plume, A.J. Quill. When Wrexford discovers her true identity, she fears it
will be her undoing. But he has a proposal—use her sources to unveil the clergyman’s clandestine
involvement in questionable scientific practices, and unmask the real murderer. Soon Lord Wrexford and the
mysterious Mrs. Sloane plunge into a dangerous shadow world hidden among London’s intellectual enclaves to
trap a cunning adversary—before they fall victim to the next experiment in villainy . . . “Sharp, engaging
characters, rich period detail, and a compellingly twisty plot, Andrea Penrose delivers a winner.” —Deanna
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Raybourn, New York Times–bestselling author “Fans of C.S. Harris take note! A riveting ride through
Regency London, from the slums of St. Giles, to the mansions of Mayfair.” —Lauren Willig, New York
Times–bestselling author “Historical chemistry meets alchemy . . . A delight of a book.&rdquo
Captain Lacey Regency Mysteries Volume 2 Ashley Gardner 2013-03-08
Lady of Ashes Christine Trent 2012-03-01 A female undertaker in Victorian London suspects death by
unnatural causes in a mystery “rich with historical incidents and details” (Publishers Weekly). Only a woman
with an iron backbone could succeed as an undertaker in Victorian England, but Violet Morgan takes great
pride in her trade. While her husband, Graham, is preoccupied with elevating their station in society, Violet is
cultivating a sterling reputation for Morgan Undertaking. She is empathetic, well-versed in funeral fashions,
and comfortable with death’s role in life—until its chilling rattle comes knocking on her own front door.
Violet’s peculiar but happy life soon begins to unravel as Graham becomes obsessed with his own demons and
all but abandons her as he plans a vengeful scheme. And the solace she's always found in her work evaporates
like a departing soul when she suspects that some of the deceased she's dressed have been murdered. When
Graham disappears, Violet takes full control of the business and is commissioned for an undertaking of royal
proportions. But she's certain there's a killer lurking in the London fog, and the next funeral may be her own.
With equal parts courage, compassion, and intrigue, Christine Trent tells an unrestrained tale of love and loss
in the rigidly decorous world of Victorian society. Praise for the novels of Christine Trent “Genuinely
engrossing.”—Publishers Weekly “Exuberant, sparkling, beguiling. . .brims with Dickensian gusto!”—Barbara
Kyle, author of The Queen's Lady “Winningly original…glittering with atmospheric detail!”—Leslie Carroll,
author of Royal Affairs
Dying for a Duke Emma V. Leech 2017-08-02 Straight-laced, imperious and morally rigid, Benedict Rutland the darkly handsome Earl of Rothay - gained his title too young. Responsible for a large family of younger
siblings that his frivolous parents have brought to bankruptcy, his youth was spent clawing back the family
fortunes.Now a man in his prime and financially secure he is betrothed to a strict, sensible and cool-headed
woman who will never upset the balance of his life or disturb his emotions ... But then Miss Skeffington-Fox
arrives.Brought up solely by her rake of a step-father, Benedict is scandalised by everything about the dashing
Miss.But as family members in line for the dukedom begin to die at an alarming rate, all fingers point at
Benedict, and Miss Skeffington-Fox may be the only one who can save him.*** Contains mild swearing and
mildly graphic and descriptive sex scenes - not erotica ***
Forget Me Not (17th Anniversary Edition) Michelle M. Pillow 2020-11-02 Re-Edited and Revised 17th
Anniversary Edition Regency Paranormal Gothic Romance From NYT Bestselling Author Michelle M.
Pillow comes a tragically beautiful love story that defies perception. When the scandalously independent Isabel
Drake refuses to marry the man her parents choose for her, they force her to take lessons on how to become a
respectable lady. However, her new tutor makes her feel anything but proper. Although her attraction to Mr.
Weston is instantaneous, he resolves to keep her in her place—even as his desires for her become
unmistakable. Things are not what they seem at Rothfield Park. With Mr. Weston’s arrival, there comes an
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abundance of restless spirits who insinuate themselves into her life. Quickly, Isabel loses her grasp on reality,
not knowing who’s alive or dead. Time is running out, and Isabel must solve the ghostly mystery of the eerie
night mist that surrounds the manor before it comes to claim everyone she holds dear—including her Mr.
Weston. Praise for Forget Me Not "If you enjoyed books like Pride and Prejudice and Zombies or Mr. Darcy,
Vampyre, then Forget Me Not should give you plenty of ghostly pleasure. If you’re a fan of television shows
like The Ghost Whisperer or films like The Sixth Sense, you’ll also find more enjoyable modern spins on
ghosts and the Gothic in these pages. After you finish Forget Me Not, I suspect you will want to read more of
Michelle Pillow’s novels—fortunately, she has written plenty in both the romance and paranormal genres."
Tyler Tichelaar, Ph.D. on The Gothic Wanderer 5 Stars! "Things that go bump in the night... ghosts of course
and romance! Loved this book! Gave me my Jane Austen fix with attitude and paranormal thrills as well as hot
romance- the perfect storm! It's like reading a ghost story by the fire... and feeling every chill and thrill!" Amazon 5 Stars! "Forget me Not was a beautifully written story. It's about two people from different times that
are brought together by tragic events only to fall in-love with one another." Dawn M Dohey, Amazon Forget
Me Not, Re-Edited and Revised 17th Anniversary Edition published November 2020 Genres: Paranormal,
Regency, Historical, Ghost, Gothic Romance, European, Nobility, Romance, historical romance, damaged hero,
action and adventure, dark romance, gothic, legends, romantic adventure, Arranged Marriage, Victorian
Romance, Regency Romance, mystery, suspense, haunting, spirits, regency gothic paranormal, 19th century
historical fiction, victorian ghost romance, supernatural mystery novel, afterlife, suspense romance books,
aristocrat nobility Paranormal Regency Historical Ghost Gothic Romance Formerly Titled: The Mists of
Midnight, Originally Published 2004
Who Buries the Dead C. S. Harris 2016-03 Investigating the brutal murder of a socially ambitious plantation
owner in early nineteenth-century London, Sebastian St. Cyr discovers a link between the case and the
seventeenth-century beheading of King Charles I.
Lord Scoundrel Dies Kate Harper 2013 When Harriet Honeywood agrees to retrieve a stolen family heirloom
she does not anticipate that she will discover the body of Lord Sutton. The man was a scoundrel who made a
business out of blackmail and Harry is determined to return everything he stole. But her good intentions may
make her the second victim - can the delectable Viscount Talisker keep her safe or is she, too, destined to die?

Regency Rumors Bethany Swafford 2019-07-02 Juliet Sinclair knows her family were not traitors to the
crown-the difficulty is in proving it. Driven by a desire to save the Sinclair name from disgrace, Juliet seeks
assistance from her father's old friends, the Burnhams. Unfortunately, her arrival does not go as expected, and
Juliet finds herself mistakenly assuming the role of lady's maid to Mrs. Burnham and her daughter Eugenia.
This unintentional appointment provides her with an opportunity to gain Mrs. Burnham's confidence and to
investigate the treasonous rumors against her family as she assists Eugenia with preparations for her first
London Season. But a grave threat hangs over the denizens of Burnham House, and Juliet has uncovered
evidence that might prevent the family from suffering her own disastrous fate... if she can reveal the truth in
time. Follow the adventures of Juliet Sinclair in "Regency Rumors," Book One of the Sinclair Society Series.
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Death and the Courtesan Pamela Christie 2013-06-01 Pamela Christie's sparkling historical mystery goes
beyond the modest drawing rooms of Regency London in the company of the city's most esteemed and
scandalous courtesan. . . Since the age of sixteen, Arabella Beaumont has been happily employed as a highly
paid woman of pleasure. True, respectable ladies of the ton would never deign to call at Lustings, her
delightful home. Then again, Arabella has no desire to make dreary small talk and sip tea when she could be
enjoying the company of amusing, intelligent, and extremely generous gentlemen. But while Arabella's
admirers are legion, she also has enemies. A paper knife stolen during one of her salons was discovered near
the body of a former rival. Arabella was entertaining her wealthy benefactor on the night of the murder, but
the engaged duke can't provide the alibi she desperately needs. It falls to Arabella and her resourceful sister,
Belinda, to clear her good--or at least innocent--name. Utilizing all the talents in her arsenal, the irrepressible
Miss Beaumont will endeavor to catch the real culprit, before the hangman catches up to her. . . Praise For
Pamela Christie And Death Of A Courtesan "What a delicious and delightful tale! The Regency world is
turned upside down--and much refreshed--by a decidedly unorthodox heroine. Pamela Christie writes with
wit and verve, gifting readers with a vision of the period at once marvelously scandalous and oh-so tempting. I
adore clever, spunky Arabella and look forward to her future adventures." --Sara Poole, author of The Borgia
Mistress "A clever, funny, engaging read reminiscent of Fidelis Morgan's Unnatural Fire. Pamela Christie
deftly combines the conventions of the Regency-era novel with the fast pace and careful attention to
characterization found in the best modern historical mysteries." --Kate Emerson, author of The King's Damsel
"With cleverness and humor, Pamela Christie brings to life a colorful world that would've been at the same
time familiar and scandalous to Jane Austen and her readers." --Anna Loan-Wilsey, author of A Lack of
Temperance "A smart, witty and thoroughly entertaining read! It reminds me of some of my favorite series on
Masterpiece Theater." --Diane Haeger, author of I, Jane "A delectable treat for the historical mystery lover to
savor. You will be left eager for Arabella's next adventure!" --Teresa Grant, author of The Paris Affair

Death of a Hussy M. C. Beaton 2012-06-01 Travel to the Scotland Highlands with this classic Hamish Macbeth
cozy mystery from the author of the Agatha Raisin series. Death of a Hussy: A Hamish Macbeth Mystery
About the best that can be said of wealthy Maggie Baird is that inside her middle-aged body, there still beats
the heart of a beautiful tart. So when her car catches fire with Maggie in it, there are five likely suspects right
on the premises of her luxurious Highlands cottage. Lochdubh police constable Hamish Macbeth has to question
Maggie's timid niece and four former lovers, one of whom Maggie had intended to pick for her husband. All
five are equally poor-with ample motive and opportunity to monkey with Maggie's car. Now to find the
killer, the astute lawman must apply his extraordinary insight into human nature. But when the evidence
appears to point to the wrong person entirely, Hamish must dig down deep to stop the real murderer's escape.
Where the Dead Lie C. S. Harris 2018-03-06 London, 1813. Sebastian St. Cyr, Viscount Devlin, is no stranger to
the dark side of the city, but he s never seen anything like this: the brutalized body of a fifteen-year-old boy
dumped into a makeshift grave on the grounds of an abandoned factory. One of London's many homeless
children, Benji Thatcher was abducted and tortured before his murder - and his younger sister is still missing.
Few in authority care about a street urchin's fate, but Sebastian refuses to let this killer go unpunished.
Uncovering a disturbing pattern of missing children, Sebastian is drawn into a shadowy, sadistic world. As he
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follows a grim trail that leads from the writings of the debauched Marquis de Sade to the city's most notorious
brothels, he comes to a horrifying realization: someone from society's upper echelon is preying upon the city's
most vulnerable

The Sign of Death Callie Hutton 2021-04-13 A 2022 MARY HIGGINS CLARK AWARD Nominee USA Today
bestselling author Callie Hutton returns with her second Victorian Book Club mystery, in which Lady Amy
and Lord William sleuth the death of a teetotaler who took a fatal dunk in the drink. Bath, England, 1891. Mr.
James Harding was a lot of things--businessman, well-to-do, probable scoundrel--but a drinker he most
assuredly was not. So when Harding is believed to have drunkenly fallen to his death into the icy River
Avon, Lord William Wethington is immediately suspicious. Finding Lord William's name on a letter in the
victim's pocket, the local constabulary summons William to identify the victim. Police detectives learn that
William had been one of Harding's business clients--and undoubtedly not the only client the dead man had
cheated. William entreats Lady Amy Lovell, a fellow member of the Mystery Book Club of Bath, to help him
deduce what really happened to the late Mr. Harding. Lady Amy, a celebrated mystery author herself, once
called on William to help her solve a real-life mystery, and now she fully intends to return the favor. But it
won't be easy. Practically every one of Harding's many clients had ample reason to want to do him in. And
there's precious little time to narrow down the list: William and Amy soon become prime suspects themselves
when the police discover them ruffling through files in Harding's house. Lady Amy will have to be as clever
as her characters if she's to save William from the gallows...and herself from Harding's real killer.
The Debutante Bethany Swafford 2020-06-15 Juliet Sinclair knows her brother was murdered-now if only she
could understand why. Proving her family innocent of treason is taking a toll on lady-turned-maid Juliet. Her
latest investigation has brought her into the service of the spoiled Miss Dunbar and her salacious older brother,
who pursues Juliet despite repeated rebuffs. Complicating matters further is the reappearance of Juliet's
former beau who has not yet learned to do without her, and a growing attraction between herself and her
brother's witty--and handsome--best friend. Even with these distractions, Juliet begins to piece together the
events surrounding her brother's final days--and his connection to a mysterious figure named only as "H." But
Juliet's ruse is under threat of revelation, and her blackmailer is one who will not hesitate to burn her unless
she gives him what he wants: every document related to her brother's former role as a spy for His Majesty
against the French. Follow the continuing adventures of Juliet Sinclair in "The Debutante," Book Two of the
Sinclair Society Series.

Captain Lacey Regency Mysteries, Volume 1 Ashley Gardner 2012-01-17
MURDER IN MARTINDALE Marilyn Clay 2021-11-11 MURDER IN MARTINDALE is book nine in
Marilyn Clay's popular JULIETTE ABBOTT REGENCY MYSTERY SERIES. When clever young sleuth
Miss Juliette Abbott is invited to spend a fortnight at Martindale Manor as companion to a young blind girl
whose father has suddenly passed away, she believes she has been offered the perfect respite from murder and
mayhem in the tiny hamlet of Martindale in England's far-away North Country. Told that the girl’s brother
and heir, Sir James Martindale, is even now on his way home, Miss Abbott and her trusted maid Tilda set out
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in high spirits for their four-day journey north. However, upon arriving in Cumbria, Juliette is shocked to
learn that the murders have already begun! Miss Martindale’s father did not simply pass away; the man was
viciously murdered! What’s worse, Juliette soon begins to suspect that the late Sir Robert’s killer, the very
man who arrived at Martindale Manor proclaiming to be the long lost heir is not the person he claims to be!
Readers will identify the villain at once . . . but the questions swirling around the hated man’s actions remain
hidden from view until Miss Abbott bravely takes on the task of ferreting out the reasons why the stranger
seems intent upon doing away with any and everyone who dares dispute his claim as heir. Poor blind Miss
Martindale is of no help, so it falls to our clever sleuth Miss Abbott to keep Miss Martindale’s presence a secret
from the man claiming to be her brother. Even as the dead bodies pile up, Juliette learns that her name now
sits at the top of the ruthless killer’s list! Although she summons help, she wonders if her trusted friend Mr.
Sheridan will arrive in time to save them all from the killer’s trap? “A tension-filled page turner! This strong
plot will keep readers glued to their chairs in order to see how the pieces of the puzzle fit together.” –Red
River Reviews “I sat up late reading this book because I simply could not put it down! Highly
recommended!”– P. C. Five Star Mysteries. "A highly entertaining British mystery series with skillful plots,
quirky characters and clever dialogue." – A. Halston. All nine titles in Marilyn Clay's JULIETTE ABBOTT
REGENCY MYSTERY SERIES are available from most online booksellers in both print and Ebook. Each story
can be read as a stand-alone, but to begin with the first book in the series is recommended. Previous titles in
the JULIETTE ABBOTT REGENCY MYSTERY SERIES include (in order) MURDER AT MORLAND
MANOR, MURDER IN MAYFAIR, MURDER IN MARGATE, MURDER AT MEDLEY PARK, MURDER
IN MIDDLEWYCH, MURDER IN MAIDSTSONE, MURDER AT MONTFORD HALL, MURDER ON
MARSH LANE and now MURDER IN MARTINDALE. Look for Book 10 in the series, MURDER AT
MARLEY CHASE, coming in late 2022. All of author Marilyn Clay's Juliette Abbott Regency Mysteries are
clean, wholesome and suitable for teen readers. None of Marilyn Clay's Regency or historical suspense novels
contain violent murder scenes, offensive language, or explicit situations. You will also enjoy Marilyn Clay's
award-winning Colonial Jamestown Historical Suspense Novels, DECEPTIONS (originally released in
hardcover and reprinted in Ebook as DANGEROUS DECEPTIONS); SECRETS & LIES (originally released in
hardcover and reprinted in Ebook as DANGEROUS SECRETS, and A PETTICOAT AND LAMBSKIN
GLOVES), and BETSY ROSS: ACCIDENTAL SPY, available from Amazon in print and from most online
ebook retailers in Ebook format. Respected REGENCY period historian Marilyn Clay has authored over twodozen books, many translated to foreign languages and all available worldwide.
Dukes, Drinks, and Murder Jennifer Monroe 2021-02 After receiving a most unexpected personal invitation
for a weekend of leisure and celebration, Miss Victoria Parker leaves London for the country seat of the Duke
of Everton. Although unsure as to why a lowly spinster such as she would be invited anywhere by a duke,
Victoria's trusted assistant, James Kensington, assures her it must concern her late father's accounting firm,
which she secretly runs. Unfortunately for them both, James is dead wrong. On the first night of her stay,
events take a murderous turn when Victoria discovers her host dead from apparent poisoning. Worse still, the
other guests believe Victoria may have played a part in the duke's untimely death. With a killer on the loose
and her name on the line, Victoria sets out to solve the mystery of His Grace's murder. But discovering
"whodunit" might prove more difficult than she first believed; it seems everyone at Stanting Estate has a
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motive to want the duke dead. Knowing that she cannot complete this task alone, Victoria turns to James for
help. As the two work closely together, new feelings begin to emerge, yet Victoria attempts to suppress them.
After all, it would not do to fall in love with an employee. For each clue she unravels, however, Victoria finds
herself not only closer to unmasking the murderer, but closer to James, as well. Can she solve the murder
before she loses both her reputation and her heart? A cozy, romantic Regency murder mystery that will keep
you guessing til the end.
Behold, Here’s Poison Georgette Heyer 2009-02-01 Experience Georgette Heyer's sparkling dialogue in one of
her most popular mysteries. It's no ordinary morning at the Poplars - the master is found dead in his bed and it
turns out that his high blood pressure was not the cause of death. Heyer uses her attention to detail and
brilliant characterizations to concoct a baffling crime for which every single member of the quarrelsome family
has a motive, and none, of course, has an alibi. Heyer's sparkling dialogue is a master class in British wit,
sarcasm and the intricacies of life above and below stairs. Meet the Matthews - before the next one dies... It's no
ordinary morning at the Poplars - the master is found dead in his bed, and it seems his high blood pressure was
not the cause. When an autopsy reveals a sinister poison, it's up to the quietly resourceful Inspector Hannasyde
to catch the murderer in time to spare the next victim. But every single member of the quarrelsome
Matthews family has a motive and none, of course, has an alibi. PRAISE FOR BEHOLD, HERE'S POISON:
"Miss Heyer's characters and dialogue are an abiding delight to me... I have seldom met people to whom I have
taken so violent a fancy from the word 'Go.'" —Dorothy L. Sayers "The wittiest of detective writers." —Daily
Mail "The ingredients are so well and carefully mixed, the writing is so bright, and the solution so unexpected
that the book achieves success and remains one no reader can fail to enjoy."—Manchester Guardian "A
marvelous melange of malice, murder, mystery, and mirth. Priceless!" —Saturday Review

Murder in Westminster Vanessa Riley 2022-08-30 The first in a vibrant, inclusive new historical mystery
series by acclaimed author Vanessa Riley portrays the true diversity of the Regency-era, as a widow whose
skin color and notorious family history have left her with few friends she can rely on - just as the local vicar
names her the prime suspect in a murder case... Discovering a body on her property presents Lady Abigail
Worthing with more than one pressing problem. The victim is Juliet, the wife of her neighbor, Stapleton
Henderson. Although Abigail has little connection with the lady in question, she expects to be under suspicion.
Abigail's skin color and her mother's notorious past have earned her a certain reputation among the ton, and no
amount of wealth or status will eclipse it. Abigail can't divulge that she was attending a secret pro-abolition
meeting at the time of the murder. To her surprise, Henderson offers her an alibi. Though he and Juliet were
long estranged, and she had a string of lovers, he feels a certain loyalty to his late wife. Perhaps together, he
and Abigail can learn the truth. Abigail, whose marriage to Lord Worthing was not a love match, knows well
how appearances can deceive. For all its surface elegance, London's high society can be treacherous. Yet who
in their circle would have killed Juliet, and why? Taking the reins of her life in a way she never has before,
Abby intends to find out--but in the process she will uncover more danger than she ever imagined...
Captain Lacey Regency Mysteries Volume 4 Ashley Gardner 2018-09-24 Enter the dark world of Regency
London with three books in the Captain Lacey Regency Mysteries series. The Thames River Murders Captain
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Lacey is called upon to solve the cold case of a young woman drowned in the Thames years ago, but to do so
he must enter a closed world unfamiliar to him. The Alexandria Affair Captain Lacey travels with Grenville to
Egypt with Brewster to guard him, and there finds intrigue, murder, and treasure. A Mystery at Carlton
House The Prince Regent asks Grenville to have Captain Lacey look into thefts from lavish Carlton House, but
James Denis threatens Lacey to have nothing to do with it. Join Captain Lacey, Grenville, Lady Breckenridge,
Denis, Brewster, and more these three tales of Regency England.
Death Comes to Bath Catherine Lloyd 2018-12-18 An English spa town is not beneficial to everyone’s health in
this Regency-era mystery by the author of Death Comes to the School. After Major Sir Robert Kurland’s
injury from the battle of Waterloo begins troubling him again, his wife Lady Lucy insists they relocate from
the village of Kurland St. Mary to Bath, along with her sister Anna, so that Robert can take the waters and
recover. At the Roman baths, Robert befriends an elderly and pugnacious businessman, Sir William Benson,
ennobled by the Crown for his service to industry. Their acquaintance is short-lived, however, when the man
is found drowned in the baths. Robert vows to find his killer, with Lucy’s aid. The members of Sir William’s
family seem the most obvious suspects to benefit from the wealthy man’s death, but his will has gone missing.
To deduce who sent Sir William to a watery grave, Robert and Lucy must investigate with the utmost
discretion—before they too find themselves in over their heads… Praise for Death Comes to Bath “Wellcrafted…. The couple’s complementary investigative skills shine in a plot that balances colorful characters and
lively action.”—Publishers Weekly “An amusing combination of Regency mores, romantic aspirations, and a
clever mystery makes this one of Lloyd’s best.”—Kirkus Reviews
MURDER IN MAIDSTONE Marilyn Clay 2019-06-19 MURDER IN MAIDSTONE is Book 6 in best-selling
author Marilyn Clay's popular Juliette Abbott Regency Mystery Series. Upon arriving at Maidstone Manor to
begin her next assignment for Mr. Phelps of the New Bond Street Auction House, Miss Abbott and her maid
Tilda are stunned to find that a gentleman on the estate has only just been found face down in the knot garden,
and that the killer absconded with the mudered man's clothing! When Miss Abbott learns that another suitor to
one of the pair of Wentworth daughters disappeared a few days earlier, as did the former owners of Maidstone
Manor, it is abundantly clear to Juliette that this assignment will not go any smoother than her previous ones
have. Her only relief is that these murders cannot be laid at her feet! The intrepid Miss Abbott cannot help
digging for the truth and when she stumbles onto something else decidedly off-kilter at Maidstone Manor, she
unfortunately garners the attention of the killer, who refuses to look the other way! When her dear friend
Mr. Sheridan suddenly appears, incognito, Juliette at last draws an easy breath, until she learns that the killer is
determined to do away with both her, and her maid! The twists and turns in this newest Juliette Abbott
Regency mystery will keep readers guessing until the final explosive scene. In the tradition of Stephanie
Barron, Carola Dunn and Jane Austen, Marilyn Clay's Regency mystery novels contain no strong language or
violence and are suitable for teen readers. If you enjoy the Regency mystery novels of Sheri Cobb South,
Adele Clee, and Heidi Ashworth, you'll enjoy Marilyn Clay's traditional, clean, and always amusing Regencyset mysteries. Other titles in the Juliette Abbott Regency Mystery Series are MURDER AT MORLAND
MANOR, MURDER IN MAYFAIR, MURDER AT MARGATE, MURDER AT MEDLEY PARK,
MURDER IN MIDDLEWYCH, MURDER AT MAIDSTONE, MURDER AT MONTFORD HALL,
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MURDER ON MARSH LANE, MURDER IN MARTINDALE, and coming soon, MURDER AT MARLEY
CHASE, all available in both print and Ebook from major online retailers. Best-selling author MARILYN
CLAY has also written numerous Regency romances, all originally published in print and now as ebooks.
Among them are The Wrong Miss Fairfax, Felicity's Folly, Bewitching Lord Winterton, Miss Darby's Debut,
Hyde Park Spectacle, Miss Eliza's Gentleman Caller, Brighton Beauty, A Pretty Puzzle, The Uppity Earl, and
The Unsuitable Suitor. Be sure to look for all of Marilyn Clay's historical suspense novels, DECEPTIONS, A
PETTICOAT AND LAMBSKIN GLOVES, BETSY ROSS: ACCIDENTAL SPY, and STALKING A KILLER, a
contemporary murder mystery, all available from major online retailers!
Midnight on the River Grey Abigail Wilson 2019-07-02 In this Gothic Regency romance Rebecca fears she has
developed feelings for the man she swore to see hanged, her brother's murderer. After her brother’s
mysterious death, Rebecca Hunter vows to expose the man she believes responsible: Mr. Lewis
Browning—known by the locals as the Midnight Devil and by Rebecca as her new guardian. Summoned to his
reclusive country estate to await her London season, Rebecca plans her own secret investigation among the
darkened corridors of the mysterious Greybourne Hall. Yet Lewis Browning is not as she once imagined, and
his motivation is horribly unclear. Recurrent nightmares and Rebecca’s restless feelings are further
complicated by the shadow of her mother’s prior descent into madness and wondering if she, too, will follow
the same heartbreaking path. Even as midnight rides, strange injuries, and further murders lead back to Mr.
Browning, Rebecca can’t ignore the subtle turn of her heart. Has she fallen for the man she swore would pay
for her brother’s death? And moreover, can she trust him with her uncertain future? Praise for Abigail
Wilson: “In the Shadow of Croft Towers is everything I love in a novel: a classic gothic feel, a regency setting,
a mysterious hero . . . and secrets abounding!” —Dawn Crandall, award-winning author of the Everstone
Chronicles series “Shades of Gothic romance in a portrait of Regency England . . . if Jane Austen ever met Jane
Eyre, it would be at Croft Towers!” —Kristy Cambron, author of Castle on the Rise, of In the Shadow of Croft
Towers "Blending the unputdownable Regency flair of Georgette Heyer with the intricate plotting of Julie
Klassen, Wilson not only places herself competently amidst beloved authors but carves out a unique place of
her own." —Rachel McMillan, author of the Van Buren and DeLuca Mysteries "Beautifully written,
suspenseful, and satisfyingly romantic." —Jennifer Beckstrand, author of Home on Huckleberry Hill “Murder
is far from no one’s thoughts in this delicious new romantic mystery from Abigail Wilson. With scandal
dodging every turn of the page, mystery hiding behind the visage of each character, and a romance brewing
with an English rake of the worse—and best—sorts, readers will find nothing lacking! I was entranced,
mesmerized, addlepated, and not a little bit bewildered as I wandered the halls of Middlecrest Abbey.” —Jaime
Jo Wright, author of the Christy Award–winning novel, The House on Foster Hill Full-length Regency
romance with a murder mystery (c. 90,000 words) Perfect for fans of Sarah Ladd, Deanna Raybourn, Julie
Klassen, Tasha Alexander, and Lauren Willig Also by Abigail Wilson: In the Shadow of Croft Towers
Masquerade at Middlecrest Abbey The Vanishing at Loxby Manor (available January 2021) Includes discussion
questions for book clubs
Murder in the Eternal City Ashley Gardner 2022-09-20 When I agree to visit Grenville in his villa near
Rome, I scarcely imagine that I immediately will become embroiled in mystery and mayhem. James Denis
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has requested that I purchase an antique from a collector, one Conte de Luca. Before I can approach this count, I
am recruited by a Roman a man to help rescue his daughter from a cool aristocrat, and then asked to solve the
murder of an Englishman—by a man who is already dead. These tasks do not keep me from traveling to the
ruins of Pompeii and Herculaneum and exploring to my heart’s content, but trouble follows me in the form of
a man bent on killing me—for what reason I cannot fathom. All this is compounded by another murder back in
Rome, and I am commanded by James Denis, as well as the aristocrat who stole my new Roman friend’s
daughter, to find out who committed the deed and the secret of the man’s astonishing collection of rare and
fine art. Probing these puzzles lead me to the past, present, and future troubles of the Italian peninsula, a
beautiful but deadly place in the spring of 1820.
MURDER IN MIDDLEWYCH Marilyn Clay 2018-10-01 MURDER IN MIDDLEWYCH is Book #5 in
MARILYN CLAY's Juliette Abbott Regency Mystery Series. A carriage accident on the way up to London
dictates that Miss Abbott, her maid Tilda, along with Juliette's gentleman friend, Mr. Sheridan, who has
gallantly offered to escort the ladies to Town following a horrific fortnight at Medley Park, are forced to stay
the night at an inn in the Cotswold village of Middlewych. Tilda objects since "Ever'one knows Middlewych
is full of witches!" Sure enough, a Psychical Fair opens the very day after they arrive in Middlewych, hosted
by Mrs. Crumble, leader of England's Society For The Study of Spectral Sightings & Ghostly Apparitions.
When Mr. Sheridan makes the grim discovery of a village lass beaten to death, the authorities rush to
judgment and charge the handsome stranger with the crime! The tables have now turned, and while their
carriage is being repaired, it is up to Miss Abbott to find a way to save Mr. Sheridan from the gallows!
MURDER IN MIDDLEWYCH is brim full of unexpected twists and turns. This paranormal murder mystery
featuring ghosts, a frightening séance, evil curses and spectral apparitions is sure to please! “A fine Regency
mystery brimming with suspense and intrigue and seasoned with a hint of romance. Witty and outspoken
Juliette Abbott is a first-rate, clever young sleuth!” – Regency Mystery Reviews. “Marilyn Clay has produced
another winner! Miss Abbott is as confident, sensitive and perceptive as ever. Though this case gets more and
more complicated, and everyone fears the killer may strike again, Juliette keeps her sense of humor and uses
her perceptive intelligence to sort out the true culprit.” – 5-star Reader Review. "Fast paced and fun! I can't
wait for the next book in the series! You don't want to miss this one!" – 5-star Reader Review. Previous titles
in the Juliette Abbott Regency Mystery Series are MURDER AT MORLAND MANOR, MURDER IN
MAYFAIR, MURDER AT MARGATE, MURDER AT MEDLEY PARK, MURDER IN MAIDSTONE,
MURDER AT MONTFORD HALL, MURDER ON MARSH LANE, MURDER IN MARTINDALE and
coming in late 2022, MURDER AT MARLEY CHASE. If you enjoy Regency mysteries by Ashley Gardner,
Stephanie Barron, and Tasha Alexander, you'll enjoy Marilyn Clay’s traditional, clean, and always amusing
Regency mysteries. Suitable for teen readers; with no violence or strong language. MARILYN CLAY’s
historical romantic suspense novels, praised by The Library Journal and Booklist include DECEPTIONS: A
Colonial Jamestown Novel, originally published in hardcover. Catherine travels to the New World in search of
her betrothed, but what she finds in Jamestown is not what she expects! A PETTICOAT AND LAMBSKIN
GLOVES, also published in hardcover and re-released in paperback and ebook features some of the same
characters who appear in DECEPTIONS. The inspirational story of four young English girls who travel to the
New World on a Bride Ship, all in search of love, a new life and the adventure of a lifetime. What they find
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instead is that someone in Jamestown wants one, or all of them, dead! Set in 1776 Philadelphia, BETSY ROSS:
ACCIDENTAL SPY tells the story of what transpires when Betsy Ross determines to uncover who killed her
beloved husband John Ross, and whether or not she can bring down the ruthless double spy before he kills
her, or her sisters? All of Marilyn Clay’s non-fiction titles, and many of her Regencies have become online best
sellers. 18th and 19th ENGLISH WOMEN AT SEA, HISTORY OF THE WATER CLOSET and three books
on REGENCY PERIOD FURNITURE all made an online Top 3 Best Selling Ebooks List. Visit Marilyn Clay
Author for more information!
John Pickett Mysteries 6-10 box set Sheri Cobb South 2020-12-06 Follow the further adventures of newlyweds
John and Julia Pickett as they solve mysteries and struggle to make their unequal marriage work. “John
Pickett…[is]…a little young, but wholly delectable.” —All About Romance FOR DEADER OR WORSE After a
modest wedding ceremony at the home of his magistrate, John Pickett and his bride Julia depart London for
Somersetshire, where Pickett faces his greatest challenge yet: meeting his in-laws. Sir Thaddeus and Lady
Runyon are unimpressed with their new son-in-law, but the squire asks for his help nevertheless. Lady
Runyon believes the house is haunted by the ghost of her elder daughter Claudia, who disappeared thirteen
years earlier and whose body was never found. When Sir Thaddeus’s groom is discovered with his throat slit,
Pickett decides to investigate on his father-in-law’s behalf. Then Claudia’s childhood sweetheart takes a hand,
and it appears the distant past is not so distant, after all. MYSTERY LOVES COMPANY Back in London
following his honeymoon, Bow Street Runner John Pickett finds it galling to be financially dependent on
Julia, his aristocratic bride. When he’s summoned to Lady Washbourn’s town residence, Pickett discovers that
he has something in common with the young countess: like himself, she has married above her station, and
finds herself adrift in a world to which she does not truly belong. Now she fears her husband is trying to kill
her—and when a maid dies during her masquerade ball, it appears she may be right. With a reward of fifty
pounds sterling riding on his successful resolution of the case, the marriage Pickett saves just might be his own.
PERIL BY POST Summoned to England’s scenic Lake District by an anonymous letter, Bow Street Runner
John Pickett poses as a honeymooning tourist along with his wife, Julia. But Pickett’s contact is murdered
before he can disclose the reason for the summons. And since Julia saw it happen, it appears she might be next
on the killer’s list. INTO THIN EIRE Haunted by memories of his last case, in which an innocent woman was
killed, Bow Street Runner John Pickett welcomes the distraction of a new challenge in England’s West
Country—although he wishes his traveling companion might be his wife, Julia, instead of his Bow Street
colleague Harry Carson. Then word reaches Pickett that Julia has been abducted, and it soon becomes clear that
someone else remembers that last case—someone with a thirst for vengeance. BROTHER, CAN YOU SPARE
A CRIME? When word reaches Bow Street of a child fleeing the scene of a botched robbery—a child bearing a
striking resemblance to a certain Bow Street Runner—John Pickett realizes he has a half-brother running
amok in the rookeries of London. When he discovers the boy has fallen in with a criminal gang, Pickett must
work against one of his Bow Street colleagues before ten-year-old Kit is arrested and perhaps even hanged. But
the price for obtaining the boy's freedom may prove to be higher than he can afford to pay…
The Body in the Garden Katharine Schellman 2020-04-07 Perfect for fans of Tasha Alexander and Rhys
Bowen, Katharine Schellman's debut novel is sure to delight. London 1815. Though newly-widowed Lily
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Adler is returning to a society that frowns on independent women, she is determined to create a meaningful
life for herself even without a husband. She's no stranger to the glittering world of London's upper crust. At a
ball thrown by her oldest friend, Lady Walter, she expects the scandal, gossip, and secrets. What she doesn't
expect is the dead body in Lady Walter's garden. Lily overheard the man just minutes before he was shot:
young, desperate, and attempting blackmail. But she's willing to leave the matter to the local constables--until
Lord Walter bribes the investigating magistrate to drop the case. Stunned and confused, Lily realizes she's the
only one with the key to catching the killer. Aided by a roguish navy captain and a mysterious heiress from
the West Indies, Lily sets out to discover whether her friend's husband is mixed up in blackmail and murder.
The unlikely team tries to conceal their investigation behind the whirl of London's social season, but the dead
man knew secrets about people with power. Secrets that they would kill to keep hidden. Now, Lily will have
to uncover the truth, before she becomes the murderer's next target.
Murder at the Royal Botanic Gardens Andrea Penrose 2022-07-26 A USA Today bestseller! "[Penrose] mixes
well-thought out mysteries, early forensic science, great details of the era and a slow burning attraction
creating a compulsive read." --The New York Public Library A thrilling new mystery novel from the
acclaimed author of Murder at Queen's Landing, perfect for fans of Deanna Raybourn and Anne Perry! In the
fifth installment of Andrea Penrose's acclaimed, atmospheric mystery series, the upcoming marriage of the
Earl of Wrexford and Lady Charlotte Sloane promises to be a highlight of the season, if they can first untangle-and survive--a web of intrigue and murder involving the most brilliant scientific minds in Regency London...
One advantage of being caught up in a whirl of dress fittings and decisions about flower arrangements and
breakfast menus is that Charlotte Sloane has little time for any pre-wedding qualms. Her love for Wrexford
isn't in question. But will being a wife--and a Countess--make it difficult for her to maintain her
independence--not to mention, her secret identity as famed satirical artist A.J. Quill? Despite those concerns,
there are soon even more urgent matters to attend to during Charlotte and Wrexford's first public outing as an
engaged couple. At a symposium at the Royal Botanic Gardens, a visiting botanist suffers a fatal collapse. The
traces of white powder near his mouth reveal the dark truth--he was murdered. Drawn into the investigation,
Charlotte and the Earl learn of the victim's involvement in a momentous medical discovery. With fame and
immense fortune at stake, there's no shortage of suspects, including some whose ruthlessness is already known.
But neither Charlotte nor her husband-to-be can realize how close the danger is about to get--or to what
lengths this villain is prepared to go . . .
Death of a Maid M. C. Beaton 2007-02-22 From the author of the Agatha Raisin television series...DEATH OF A
MAID: A Hamish Macbeth MysteryMrs. Gillespie is famous around the northwest of Sutherland for being the
best charwoman ever. Of course, if anyone has any social pretensions one does not say charwoman, one talks
about "my maid". Hamish Macbeth wins Mrs. Gillespie's services in a church raffle but spends most of the day
trying to avoid her. She is a malicious gossip and she bangs around the furniture and clanks pots--he wonders
how on earth she managed to get such a good reputation. Then she is found dead in a large house belonging to
a retired professor who was out the day she was killed. She has been struck down by a metal bucket of water.
Remembering Mrs. Gillespie's malicious gossip, Hamish is sure she delighted in finding out secrets and
probably searched through the drawers of the houses she cleaned, which means everyone whose home she
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cleaned could be a suspect.
Death Comes to the Village Catherine Lloyd 2013-12-01 A wounded soldier and a rector’s daughter discover
strange goings-on in their sleepy English village in this Regency-era mystery series opener. Major Robert
Kurland has returned to the quiet vistas of Kurland St. Mary to recuperate from the horrors of Waterloo.
However injured his body may be, his mind is as active as ever. Too active, perhaps. When he glimpses a
shadowy figure from his bedroom window struggling with a heavy load, the tranquil façade of the village
begins to loom sinister… Unable to forget the incident, Robert confides in his childhood friend, Miss Lucy
Harrington. As the dutiful daughter of the widowed rector, following up on the major's suspicions offers a
welcome diversion—but soon presents real danger. Someone is intent on stopping their investigation. And in a
place where no one locks their doors, a series of thefts and the disappearance of two young serving girls
demands explanation… As Robert grapples with his difficult recovery, he and Lucy try to unearth the dark
truth lurking within the village shadows, and stop a killer waiting to strike again… Praise for Death Comes to
the Village “[A] delightful debut…Readers will hope death returns soon to Kurland St. Mary.”—Publishers
Weekly (starred review) “Lloyd combines a satisfying mystery with plenty of wit and character
development.”—Booklist
Die I Will Not S K Rizzolo 2014-11-04 Unhappy wife and young mother Penelope Wolfe fears scandal for her
family and worse. A Tory newspaper editor has been stabbed while writing a reply to the latest round of
letters penned by the firebrand Collatinus. Twenty years before, her father, the radical Eustace Sandford, also
wrote as Collatinus before he fled London just ahead of accusations of treason and murder - a mysterious beauty
closely connected to Sandford and known only as N.D. had been brutally slain. Now the seditious new
Collatinus letters that attack the Prince Regent in the press seek to avenge N.D.'s death and unmask her
murderer. What did the dead editor know that provoked his death? Her artist husband Jeremy being no
reliable ally, Penelope turns anew to lawyer Edward Buckler and Bow Street Runner John Chase. As she
battles public notoriety, Buckler and Chase put their careers at risk to stand behind her and find N.D.'s killer.
They pursue various lines of inquiry including a missing memoir, Royal scandal, and the dead editor's
secretive, reclusive wife. As they navigate the dark underbelly of 1813 London among a cast driven by dirty
politics and dark passions, as well as by decency and a desire for justice, past secrets and present criminals are
exposed, upending Penelope's life and the lives of others.

MURDER AT MEDLEY PARK Marilyn Clay 2018-04-16 MURDER AT MEDLEY PARK is the fourth book
in best-selling author Marilyn Clay's Juliette Abbott Regency Mystery Series. In the tradition of Stephanie
Barron, Jane Austen and Carola Dunn, Marilyn Clay’s Regency mystery novels contain no strong language or
violent scenes and are suitable for teen readers. WHAT HAPPENS when clever young Miss Juliette Abbott
accepts an assignment to catalogue the precious artifacts belonging to the wealthy Lord and Lady Medley at
their country estate? First, a stable lad is found murdered and soon thereafter Lady Medley's entire collection
of valuable jewels is discovered missing! Following another tragic murder, Juliette is drawn into the mystery
when it becomes known that she was the last person to see the deceased alive and a valuable item belonging to
that person is found in her bedchamber! Among the suspects on Juliette's list are the attractive housekeeper, a
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prim governess who believes it's her duty to correct everyone's behavior, a pair of handsome gentleman
twins, a visiting cousin who has no proof that she truly is a cousin and two meddlesome children who torture
kittens. When Juliette receives an ominous threat on her life, she knows that time is running out. Can she
expose the killer, or will she find her neck in a noose as payment for both the theft and murders at Medley
Park? Once again Miss Abbott proves to be a first-rate sleuth as she sorts out the mystery against all odds and a
final terrifying attempt on her life! "A fast-paced read with a cast of lively characters, all guilty of something!
This book, as well as the first three titles in this captivating Regency Mystery series will keep readers turning
pages to find out who did what and why! A compelling mystery and an entertaining read! Not to be missed!" Regency Mystery Reviewer, T. Brady "Author MARILYN CLAY has found her niche in her Juliette Abbott
Regency Murder Mystery Series. This series as well as Clay's Regencies are wholesome, and entertaining, and
very often laugh-out-loud amusing. Her Regency mysteries are cleverly constructed and plotted to hold a
reader's attention throughout. Miss Abbott is a clever, charming, and quick-thinking heroine. All the novels in
this series are highly recommended!" -- unsolicited 5-star Review Titles in the Juliette Abbott Regency
Mystery Series include: MURDER AT MORLAND MANOR, MURDER IN MAYFAIR, MURDER IN
MARGATE, MURDER AT MEDLEY PARK, MURDER IN MIDDLEWYCH, MURDER IN MAIDSTONE,
MURDER AT MONTFORD HALL, MURDER ON MARSH LANE, MURDER IN MARTINDALE, and
coming soon MURDER AT MARLEY CHASE. MARILYN CLAY is the best-selling author of over twodozen books. A former University Editor with The University of Texas at Dallas, Marilyn spent many years as
an award-winning Graphic Designer with her own art studio in Dallas. Her artwork has appeared in US
national galleries and art shows. Marilyn was honored to be chosen to design the Romance Writers of
America's RITA award and received the first Rita award the year the golden statuette was unveiled. In
addition to the Juliette Abbott Regency Mystery Series, Marilyn Clay's published works include a number of
historical suspense novels set in Colonial America, as well as numerous Regency romance novels. All of her
non-fiction titles have made an online bookseller's Top 100 Best Seller list! For sixteen years, Marilyn Clay
published The Regency Plume Newsletter, an international newsletter focused on the Regency period in
English History. To learn more about the author, visit Marilyn Clay Author online.

Death of a Gossip M. C. Beaton 2012-06-01 Travel to the Scotland Highlands with this classic Hamish Macbeth
cozy mystery where an unladylike gossip columnist meets an untimely and watery death. From the author of
the Agatha Raisin series. When society widow and gossip columnist Lady Jane Winters joined the fishing
class, she wasted no time in ruffling the feathers--or was it the fins?--of those around her. Among the victims
of her sharp tongue and unladylike manner was Lochdubh Constable Hamish Macbeth. Yet not even Hamish
thought someone would permanently silence Lady Jane's shrills--until her strangled body is fished out of the
river. Now with the help of the lovely Priscilla Halburton-Smythe, Hamish must angle through the choppy
waters of the tattler's life to find the murderer. But with a school of suspects who aren't ready to talk and dead
women telling no tales, Hamish may be in over his head, for he knows that secrets are dangerous, knowledge
is power, and killers usually do strike again.
Captain Lacey Regency Mysteries Volume 3 Ashley Gardner 2015-07-13 This collection gathers three Captain
Lacey Regency Mysteries into one bundle. Book 7: A Death in Norfolk Captain Lacey travels back to his
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boyhood home in Norfolk to allay the past and becomes caught up in mysteries surrounding the Lacey estate.
Book 8: A Disappearance in Drury Lane Marianne Simmons asks Lacey to look into the disappearance of an
actress from the company at Drury Lane. Lacey does so to find the problem far more complex and dangerous
than he anticipated. Meanwhile, he has a very important appointment to keep with Lady Breckenridge. Book
9: Murder in Grosvenor Square Lacey is shocked by the murder of a friend and vows to bring the killer to
justice. Three full-length novels in one volume.
Captain Lacey Regency Mysteries Volume 5 Ashley Gardner 2021-10-05 A collection of books 13-15 in the
Captain Lacey Regency Mysteries. In Murder in St. Giles, Captain Lacey must clear his bodyguard and former
pugilist, Brewster, of murdering a man in the rookery of St. Giles. In Death at Brighton Pavilion, Captain
Lacey emerges from a stupor to find himself standing over the dead body of a calvary officer who had once
been his bitter enemy. He now must investigate himself for murder. In The Custom House Murders, Lacey is
thrust between James Denis and one of his deadly rivals, at the same time he worries that an old army friend
has committed murder.
Death Comes to the Fair Catherine Lloyd 2017-10 It's harvest time in the village of Kurland St. Mary as Miss
Lucy Harrington and Major Sir Robert Kurland prepare to take their vows--but a murderer has taken an
unseasonable vow of vengeance, crushing the church verger with a stone gargoyle.

John Pickett Mysteries 1-5 box set Sheri Cobb South 2020-12-02 In this witty and romantic series, idealistic
young Bow Street Runner and former pickpocket John Pickett, age twenty-four, meets beautiful widow
Julia, Lady Fieldhurst quite literally over her husband’s dead body. The two are destined to cross paths again
and again. But nothing can ever come of a relationship between persons of such very different
backgrounds…can it? “John Pickett…[is]…a little young, but wholly delectable.” —All About Romance IN
MILADY’S CHAMBER Estranged from her aristocratic husband through her failure to produce an heir, Lady
Fieldhurst resolves to repay his neglect by taking a lover. Fate intervenes when she and her paramour enter
her bedchamber and find Lord Fieldhurst on the floor—with her nail scissors protruding from his neck.
Idealistic young Bow Street Runner John Pickett has spent most of his brief career chasing petty thieves.
Nothing has prepared him for low dealings in high society…or for the beautiful young widow who is the chief
suspect. A DEAD BORE Eager to escape the scandal of her husband's death, Lady Fieldhurst accepts an
invitation to a house party. When a dinner party ends with the death of the vicar, she suspects murder and
sends for John Pickett. He obliges by presenting himself as her footman, complete with livery and powdered
hair. But he soon has his white-gloved hands full sifting through old secrets, uncovering hidden passions, and
dealing with a demanding housekeeper. Then there is the problem of Lady Fieldhurst, at once an able assistant
and an all-too-pleasant distraction. FAMILY PLOT John Pickett accompanies his magistrate to Scotland to
investigate a woman found unconscious on the beach—a woman who bears a striking resemblance to the local
laird’s daughter, missing and presumed dead for the last fifteen years. Pickett is surprised and gratified to
discover that the woman was found by Lady Fieldhurst and her young nephews—and that she has registered
at the seaside inn as Mrs. Julia Pickett. When old Angus Kirkbride dies only hours after announcing his
intention of changing his will, “Mr. and Mrs. Pickett” must discover the truth about a lethal family reunion.
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DINNER MOST DEADLY When Lady Fieldhurst returns from Scotland blue-deviled, her friend Lady
Dunnington plans a select dinner from whose guests she may choose a lover. But the evening ends in disaster
when one of the men is shot. When Bow Street Runner John Pickett arrives to investigate, he is faced with
the task of informing Lady Fieldhurst that their recent masquerade as man and wife has resulted in a legal
marriage. Beset by distractions—including the humiliating annulment procedure and the flattering attentions
of a pretty housemaid—Pickett must find the killer of a man everyone wanted dead. TOO HOT TO HANDEL
When Drury Lane Theatre is plagued with jewel thefts, John Pickett goes incognito as a “gentleman” to
investigate. His magistrate suggests an aristocratic female companion might prevent him from making any
glaring faux pas, but the only lady Pickett knows is Julia, Lady Fieldhurst—to whom he is accidentally
married, and with whom he is hopelessly in love. Then the theatre catches fire, and the pair must escape their
box via a makeshift rope. When Pickett is struck in the head and left unconscious, Julia is determined to nurse
him back to health and to discover his attacker. But can she walk away afterward?
MURDER IN MAYFAIR Marilyn Clay 2017-01-17 MURDER IN MAYFAIR is Book 2 in MARILYN
CLAY's Juliette Abbott Regency Mystery Series. Having returned to London from Morland Manor, clever,
young Miss Juliette Abbott and her former employer's niece Miss Cathleen Haworth, are cataloging the late
Lady Carstairs' priceless artifacts in order to sell them to a London Curiosity Dealer, but before the girls can
approach the handsome man, he turns up dead! With only two likely suspects and no funds to hire a Bow
Street detective to investigate the crime, Juliette takes on the task of solving the mystery herself. Attempting
to uncover who killed the kind gentleman, who made female hearts flutter and whom everyone declares was
the most thoughtful man alive, keeps Juliette awake at night and on her toes each day. Can she succeed
without putting herself in jeopardy, or will the killer strike again before Juliette can sort out the puzzle? “A
fine Regency mystery brimming with suspense and intrigue, and seasoned with just a hint of romance. Witty
and outspoken, Juliette Abbott is a first-rate, fast-thinking young sleuth! Very well-done, indeed!” – Regency
Mystery Reviews. “I LOVED it! Author Marilyn Clay has penned a refreshing read! Marilyn Clay’s Regency
mysteries breathe new life into the genre! Well done! - A. L. Hall "Cleverly written and sprinkled with
intriguing characters! The final twist surprised even me, a voracious reader of British mysteries." - Ethan
Morris, Mystery Reviewer There are now nine books in the Juliette Abbott Regency Mystery Series.
MURDER AT MORLAND MANOR, MURDER IN MAYFAIR, MURDER IN MARGATE, MURDER AT
MEDLEY PARK, MURDER IN MIDDLEWYCH, MURDER IN MAIDSTONE, MURDER AT MONTFORD
HALL, MURDER ON MARSH LANE and MURDER IN MARTINDALE. Watch for MURDER AT
MARLEY CHASE, coming in late 2022. In the tradition of Stephanie Barron, Georgette Heyer and Carola
Dunn, Marilyn Clay’s Regency mystery novels are clean and wholesome, with no graphic scenes, violence, or
offensive language. If you enjoy the Regency mystery novels of Ashley Gardner, Sheri Cobb South, Alyssa
Maxwell, and Melanie Dickerson, you'll enjoy Marilyn Clay’s clean, and always amusing Regency-set
mysteries, all of which are suitable for teen readers. Look for best-selling author MARILYN CLAY's Regency
romances, all originally published in print and now available as ebooks. The Wrong Miss Fairfax, Felicity’s
Folly, Bewitching Lord Winterton, Miss Darby's Debut, Miss Eliza’s Gentleman Caller, Brighton Beauty, A
Pretty Puzzle, The Uppity Earl, and The Unsuitable Suitor. MARILYN CLAY’s three historical romantic
suspense novels are set in Colonial America. DECEPTIONS: A Colonial Jamestown Novel, was originally
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released in hardcover, and is now in Ebook. Catherine travels to the New World in search of her betrothed,
but what she finds in Jamestown is not what she expects! SECRETS AND LIES also originally published in
hardcover and re-released in paperback and ebook as A PETTICOAT AND LAMBSKIN GLOVES is the
inspirational story of four young English girls who travel to the New World on a Bride Ship, all in search of
love, a new life and the adventure of a lifetime. What they find instead is that someone in Jamestown wants
one, or all of them, dead! BETSY ROSS: ACCIDENTAL SPY is set in 1776 Philadelphia. Betsy Ross determines
to uncover who killed her beloved husband John Ross, but can she bring down the ruthless double spy before
he kills her, or her sisters? STALKING A KILLER is a contemporary murder mystery by Marilyn Clay.
Aspiring PI Amanda Mason's first case to solve is a murder charge against her own father! But, can she trust
the handsome man who has agreed to help her? All of Marilyn Clay’s non-fiction titles, and many of her
Regencies have become online best sellers. Look for 18th and 19th ENGLISH WOMEN AT SEA, HISTORY
OF THE WATER CLOSET and three books on REGENCY PERIOD FURNITURE. For more information
visit the Marilyn Clay Author website.
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